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In the interest of ongoing product development and improvement, Bosch is proud to release software version 1.60 for the 
Solution 64 Security Control Panel.  This document briefly outlines the new features and improvements added in this release. 
Please read in conjunction with the current installation manual and other addendums for more detailed information.

To coincide with this release, we are pleased to also announce that Version 1.20 of our Solution Link Upload/Download software 
is now available. Version 1.20 includes increased functionality, as well as support for the additional features in the V1.60  
Solution 64 release. 

Release Notes for Version 1.60.00

 1) NEW    Single Zone Walk Testing Improved
In previous software versions the system would sound a siren 
chirp when the zone under test had opened and then resealed.  
This made adjusting reed switches on sliding windows and 
doors more difficult.

In version 1.60 Single Zone Walk Testing (MENU 3-9-1) now 
provides a siren chirp each time the zone under test is sealed or 
unsealed.  The panel will remain in walk test mode until exited 
by the operator.

2) NEW   Chime Zone Outputs Now Support Retriggering 
Previous software versions required that all faulted chime zones 
return to a normal state before the Chime Zone Output would 
operate again or retrigger.

In version 1.60, if one or more chime zones remain faulted after 
the one shot timer has expired, the output programmed for 
chime (Event Type 30 - Chime Zone Faulted) will operate or 
retrigger if another chime zone becomes faulted.

3) Output Event Type for 24 Hour Hold Up Zones Improved.
In previous versions, outputs programed as Event Type 41- 
Silent Alarm, would not trigger if a 24hour Hold Up Zone went 
into alarm, regardless of how the silent alarm option was set for 
the zone. See MENU 3-1-8.

In Version 1.60, outputs programmed as Event Type 41 - Silent 
Alarm  now correctly follow the silent alarm zone setting for 24 
Hour Hold Up zone types.

4) Token Status Menu Text Corrected.
In previous versions when viewing the Token Status at a non 
prox keypad, the system would display:

To add token for Ur000

present new token at R001

Press OK or MENU

In Version 1.60 this has now been corrected so that when 
viewing the token status at a keypad that is not fitted with a 
prox reader, the display will read:

Present token to be

identified at R001

Press OK or MENU

5) Timer Groups 9 to 15 Corrected.
In previous versions if a timer group above 8 is assigned to 
a user, the user would be restricted 100% of the time. i.e. No 
Access

In Version 1.60, timer groups 9 to 15 now operate correctly 
when assigned to a user.

6) Walk Test Single Zone Via Installer PIN
In previous versions when an installer used MENU 3-9-1 to 
walk testing a single zone in a different area to that of the 
keypad being used, the keypad stated that the zone has been 
successfully tested without the need for zone to be tested. 

In Version 1.60, this has been corrected so that the keypad will 
allow the installer to walk test a zone in a different area.

7) User Assigned to Multi-Area with Auto Bypass Disabled
In previous versions, a user that is assigned to multiple areas but 
does not have authority to automatically bypass zones, could 
simply press and hold the [ON] key to automatically bypass 
zones that were faulted.

This has been corrected in version 1.60 so that when a user 
attempts to arm an area with open zones, the system will now 
display the first zone that is faulted and prompt the user to seal 
or return it to the normal state.
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8) Schedules With Holidays Crossing Years Fixed
In previous versions, Auto Arm / Disarm schedules which 
included Holidays that spanned a year (e.g. holiday start 29/12 
to 02/01) would fail to operate correctly once the new year 
began.

This has now been changed in version 1.60 so that holidays 
spanning or crossing over years are handled correcty.

9) Single Area Users With Auto Bypass Disabled
In previous versions, when a user that does not have auto 
bypass rights attempts to turn an area on which has one or 
more faulted zones, the keypad would display the message that 
they do not have the ability to turn the area on with faulted 
zones.

In version 1.60, this has been corrected and the keypad now 
displays the first open / faulted zone before advising that the 
user doesn not have auto bypass rights.

This allows the user to seal or close the first zone before 
attempting to arm the area again.  These steps will be repeated 
for all open / faulted zones or until the system arms.

10) Readers Can Now Be Assigned to Multiple Access Groups
In previous versions, prox readers could only be assigned to one 
access group. 
This has now been expanded in version 1.60 so that a proximity 
reader can be assigned to up to 8 access groups if required.

i
Note

 Because of changes in the internal panel memory to cater for 
this feature, you should only attempt to program V1.60 or higher 
panels using Version 1.20 SolutionLink RAS Upload / Download 
software.  If you do not have this version please contact your 
nearest Bosch Security System outlet.

i
Note

 The following options are included in this release however 
their functionality has been disabled as they are for future 
use. Please ignore the following options in this release. 
 
  MENU 5-5 , MY Alarm

   MENU 5-0-3 , Check Web Email

   MENU 5-0-4 , Email System Log

   MENU 5-0-8 , Register Customer

   MENU 5-0-9 , Register Installer

   MENU 5-3-8 , User RAS PIN


